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SKU Designation French Law Weight (g) MSRP

NUM205 Complete set MIX FUG1031 Vente libre 69  214.00 € incl. tax

The Canifugue Mix FUG1031 anti-runaway system for dogs works as a virtual barrier. Your dog is
safe in a perimeter that you define.
No longer worry about your dog's escapades or the deterioration of your flower beds. NUM'AXES offers you
a modern, reliable and efficient anti-escape fence.

You limit your dog's free space by installing a wire, called an antenna wire, around the authorized perimeter.
This wire is traversed by a radio signal coming from a transmitter box.

When your dog, equipped with a receiver collar, approaches the antenna wire, he is warned by audible
warnings that he is too close to an area which is prohibited to him.

If it continues to approach the wire, the collar emits electrostatic stimulation in addition to the audible
warnings.

Your dog must move away from the wire and return to the authorized area to stop the audible warnings and
electrostatic stimulation.

A selector on the transmitter box allows the system to be adapted to small and large fields
Simplified settings thanks to the LCD screen on the transmitter box
Unlimited number of collars for the same transmitter box
Integrated security systems
Adjustable stimulation intensity on each collar (8 levels)

Overflowing with vitality, your faithful companion does not always know his limits and causes damage such
as: damage to flower beds, vegetable gardens, complaints of wandering ...

But more dramatically, he can be at the origin or the victim of a road accident.

The Canifugue Mix FUG1031 anti-escape barrier is a modern, reliable and efficient system to solve these
problems.

The wire is laid on the ground, buried or overhead on an existing fence.
For the system to work, the wire must form an unbroken loop that runs from and back to the
transmitter box.
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Adjustable zone width (sound warnings / electrostatic stimulation)
System secured by 3 integrated safety devices:

wire break indicator
evacuation of the audible warning zone
evacuation of the stimulation zone

There is no limit to the number of receiver collars for a single transmitter box: you can safely keep as
many dogs as you want within the same perimeter.
For each collar, 8 levels of stimulation are available, allowing you to best adapt the intensity of the
stimulation to your dog (size, sensitivity, character).

 

2 years warranty
Immersion-tight collar
Drip-proof transmitter housing
Collar autonomy: 6 months (normal use)

 

Transmitter box

Dimensions: 134 x 84 x 25 mm
Power supply: mains (220 V AC)

Anti-fugue collar

Weight: 69 g (case + battery)
Dimensions: 58 x 34.5 x 41 mm
Power supply: 1 lithium battery 3 Volts CR 2 (supplied)
Nylon strap: length 76 cm - adjustable at the neckline from 20 to 67 cm approximately

Download User Guide

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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